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Compositional Semantics
“The meaning of a sentence is a function 

of the meanings of its parts and their mode of 
syntactic composition” - Gottlob Frege

likes(slav, caviar)

Slav         likes        caviar

Using logic

friendly     but    not   great

In vector space



Compositional Semantics
• Building sentence meanings out of word meanings 

• Logical compositional semantics 
• Distributional compositional semantics 

• Common NLP tasks include: 
• Question answering 
• Sentiment analysis 
• Recognizing entailment 
• Summarization & Paraphrasing



This Lecture
• Model theoretic semantics and logical forms 

• Parsing into logical forms 
• Question answering with logical forms 

• Distributional compositional semantics 
• Combining word embeddings for phrase similarity 
• Learning compositional models for sentiment 

analysis 
• Extractive question answering and RTE tasks
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Model Theoretic Semantics

Chapter 17, Jurafsky & Martin

Model theoretic semantics gives us a way of linking the 
sentence to an external representation of the world.

What restaurants do Emily, Slav and David all like?

Artusi

World

Meaning Representation



Model Theoretic Semantics
Declarative sentences state facts about the world:
  Mario’s is a Restaurant 
  Artusi and Majiko are expensive restaurants 
  Artusi is vegetarian 
  Artusi and Mario’s serve italian food 
  Majiko is a sushi restaurant 
  Emily is a vegetarian 
  Slav likes expensive restaurants 
We can ask questions of the world:

What restaurants do Emily and Slav and David all like?



Domain entities = { slav, emily, david, marios, italian, sushi, majiko, artusi  } 

Properties
restaurant = 
expensive =  
vegetarian =

{ artusi, majiko, marios } 
{ artusi, majiko } 
{ artusi }

Relations
likes =  

cusine = 
{ (slav, artusi), (slav, majiko), (emily, artusi),  (david, artusi), (david, marios) } 
{ (marios, italian), (artusi, italian), (majiko, sushi) }

• Objects denote elements of the domain 
• Properties denote sets of elements 
• Relations denote sets of tuples of elements

Model

Model Theoretic Semantics
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Model Theoretic Semantics

We can use logical forms to define the contents of the model. 



Domain entities = { slav, emily, david, marios, italian, sushi, majiko, artusi  } 

Properties
restaurant = 
expensive =  
vegetarian =

{ artusi, majiko, marios } 
{ artusi, majiko } 
{ artusi }

Relations
likes =  
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Model

Mario’s is a Restaurant
restaurant(marios)

Model Theoretic Semantics

Nouns are properties



Domain entities = { slav, emily, david, marios, italian, sushi, majiko, artusi  } 

Properties
restaurant = 
expensive =  
vegetarian =

{ artusi, majiko, marios } 
{ artusi, majiko } 
{ artusi }

Relations
likes =  

cusine = 
{ (slav, artusi), (slav, majiko), (emily, artusi),  (david, artusi), (david, marios) } 
{ (marios, italian), (artusi, italian), (majiko, sushi) }

Model

Artusi and Majiko are expensive restaurants
expensive(artusi) ^ restaurant(artusi) ^ expensive(majiko) ^ restaurant(majiko)

Model Theoretic Semantics

Formulae can be conjoined 
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Model

Mario’s and Artusi serve italian food

Model Theoretic Semantics

Verbs are binary relations

cuisine(marios, italian) ^ cuisine(artusi, italian)
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Slav likes expensive restaurants

Model Theoretic Semantics

We use all of first order predicate logic (FOPL)

8x.expensive(x) ^ restaurant(x) ) likes(slav, x)
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Model

Emily is vegetarian

Model Theoretic Semantics

8x.¬vegetarian(x) ) ¬likes(emily, x)

The model can’t represent every relation. FOPL helps.
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Model Theoretic Semantics

k vegetarian(artusi) k

k cusine(artusi, sushi) k

Question L.F. Type Evaluation

Is Artusi vegetarian t TRUE

Does Artusi serve sushi t FALSE
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Model Theoretic Semantics

�x.likes(slav, x) ^ likes(emily, x)

^likes(david, x)

Question L.F. Type Evaluation

What restaurant do slav 
emily, and david all like? e->t Artusi



Semantic Parsers

Show me flights from New York to London on a Monday 
morning.

�x9y.flight(x) ^ from(x,NY ) ^ to(x, LON) ^ day(x,MON) ^ time(x, y) ^ y < 12.00

Semantic parsers map sentences onto logical forms that 
can be used to interact with an external world:

BA 893



Semantic Parsers
Words can map to: 

• Objects    

• Properties 

• Relations 

• Logical operators 

• FOPL
�x�y9a9b.time(x, a) ^ time(y, b) ^ a < b

before  :

slav  :: slav

�x�y.likes(y, x)likes ::

�x.restaurant(x)restaurant ::

all :: �f�g8x.f(x) ) g(x)



The    -calculus gives us a clean way of combining 
semantic components:

�x�y.likes(y, x) caviar slav

�

Slav likes caviar

Semantic Parsers
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A syntactic tree tells us how to order function 
application:

likes(slav, caviar)

Slav                              likes                          caviar
slav �x�y.likes(y, x) caviar

�y.likes(y, caviar)

S

VP

NP V NP

Semantic Parsers



The Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) has a 
transparency between syntax and semantics that makes 
this easy:

likes(slav, caviar)

Slav                              likes                          caviar
slav �x�y.likes(y, x) caviar

�y.likes(y, caviar)

S

S\NP

NP S\NP/NP NP

Semantic Parsers



The Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) has a 
transparency between syntax and semantics:

likes(slav, caviar)

Slav                              likes                          caviar
slav �x�y.likes(y, x) caviar

�y.likes(y, caviar)

S

S\NP

NP S\NP/NP NP

We can also build syntactic parses and semantic 
analyses concurrently using: 

- Dependency compositional semantics (DCS), 
- Synchronous context free grammars (SCFGs). 

Semantic Parsers



How many people live in  Seattle

Semantic parsers require us to learn a lexicon and a grammar.

Learning Semantic Parsers
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How many people live in  Seattle

Learning Semantic Parsers
Semantic parsers require a lexicon and a grammar.



How many people live in  Seattle

The analysis of the sentence is via derivation d

Learning Semantic Parsers



How many people live in  Seattle

Can score derivation using a linear model 

or a number of alternatives…

The analysis of the sentence is via derivation d

Learning Semantic Parsers

score(d) = �(d)⇥ ✓



How many people live in  Seattle

Can score derivation using a linear model 

or a number of alternatives…

The analysis of the sentence is via derivation d

Learning Semantic Parsers

score(d) = �(d)⇥ ✓

• Word -> LF mappings 
• Grammar rules used 
• Relation, constant applications 
• Relation, property conjunctions 
• etc…



How many people live in  Seattle

Can score derivation using a linear model 

or a number of alternatives…

The analysis of the sentence is via derivation d

Learning Semantic Parsers

score(d) = �(d)⇥ ✓

Need to learn 



How many people live in  Seattle

Do not have access to labeled semantic parses!

?

Learning Semantic Parsers



How many people live in  Seattle

Often do not have access to labeled logical forms!

?

Learning Semantic Parsers



How many people live in  Seattle

May have access to some expected response.

620,778

Ideal Semantic Parser

Learning Semantic Parsers



Learning Semantic Parsers

for                                                            
    for    

                      Max scoring correct derivations of 
                      Margin violating incorrect derivations of

✓i⇥t = ✓i⇥t�1 +
1

|C|
X

c2C

�(c)� 1

|W |
X

w2W

�(w)

C  
W  

✓T⇥N

t = 1, . . . , T :
i = 1, . . . , N :

{(qi, ai) : 1, . . . , N}

qi

qi

Input:
• Question/Answer pairs 
• Lexicon, Grammar, Knowledge base K, initial parameters  

Output
• Parameters

✓0
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Learning Semantic Parsers

for                                                            
    for    

                      Max scoring correct derivations of 
                      Margin violating incorrect derivations of

C  
W  

✓T⇥N

t = 1, . . . , T :
i = 1, . . . , N :

{(qi, ai) : 1, . . . , N}

qi

qi

Root logical form does not have 
evaluation     in K, and has score above 

max correct score - margin 

Input:
• Question/Answer pairs 
• Lexicon, Grammar, Knowledge base K, initial parameters  

Output
• Parameters

✓0

ai

✓i⇥t = ✓i⇥t�1 +
1

|C|
X

c2C

�(c)� 1

|W |
X

w2W

�(w)



Question Answering against 

What character does Natalie Portman play in Star Wars? : Padme Amidala 

What is the population of Seattle? : 620,778

Name Year Method Accuracy

Berant et.al. 2013 Dependency compositional 
semantics (DCS) 35.7

Berant et.al. 2014 DCS with paraphrasing 39.9

Bordes et.al. 2014 Embed relations 39.2

Yih et.al. 2015 Query graph generation 52.5

WebQuestions dataset



Question Answering with 



This Lecture
• Truth conditional semantics and logical forms 

• Parsing into logical forms 
• Question answering with logical forms 

• Distributional compositional semantics 
• Combining embeddings for similarity 
• Learning compositional models for sentiment 
• Entailment and Question Answering tasks



Recall from the lecture on lexical semantics, that we can 
represent the meaning of a word with a vector:

Compositional Distributional 
Semantics

Compositional Distributional semantics is a             discipline 
in NLP that models the meanings of sentences with vectors.

son
wife

woman
man

miss
lady

room
house



Can we combine vector representations of words to 
represent phrases?

Composing Word Vectors

large quantity

vast amount

eat food

consume nutrients

sporty vehicle

fast car



Phrase Similarity Task
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 Similarity

certain circumstance particular case 6

better job economic problem 2

social action political action 5

… … …



Combine pre-trained word vectors to create phrase 
vectors

Phrase Similarity Task

Jeff Mitchell, Mirella Lapata 2010

0

0.15

0.3

0.45

0.6

Adjective-Noun Noun-Noun Verb-Object

Additive Multiplicative Head only Human



Composing Word Vectors
To build compositional representations we need a composition 
structure that tells us the order in which sub-phrase representations 
should be combined: 

And a composition function H that tells us how a pair of phrases can 
be combined: 

If we have a parameterized composition function and suitable training 
objective, maybe we can learn a better composition function

H = [�a�b.a+ b, �a�b.a⇥ b, �a�b. f✓(a, b), . . . ]



Learning To Compose
We can only learn to compose phrases in the context of some 
prediction task that has a suitable training objective. 

Case study: Sentiment analysis for movie review sentences 

“This movie is positively dreadful” —>  

Approach:  
1. Choose loss function that works with labels 
2. Represent words with vectors (word2vec or Glove) 
3. Choose which phrases to combine (composition structure) 
4. Choose how to combine phrases (composition function) 
5. Learn parameters of the composition function



Stanford Sentiment Treebank



Stanford Sentiment Treebank

• Contains movie reviews 
• Every node has a sentiment label



Stanford Sentiment Treebank

Approach 1: Recurrent Neural Tensor Model  

Approach 2: Bi-directional LSTM



Recurrent Neural Tensor 
Model

p = f(b, c)

b c

p

Socher et. al. 2013

p has same dimensionality 
as b and c



Recurrent Neural Tensor 
Model

Socher et. al. 2013

E(✓) =
X

i

X

j

tij log yij + �k✓k2

Minimize cross entropy 
between predicted 
distribution    and target 
distribution   :t

y



Recurrent Neural Tensor 
Model

Socher et. al. 2013

E(✓) =
X

i

X

j

tij log yij + �k✓k2

Minimize cross entropy 
between predicted 
distribution    and target 
distribution   :t

y

Nodes in the 
parse tree

Predictions at 
node i



Bi-LSTM

This movie did not make me want more

Classifier



Bi-LSTM

This movie thinks it’s funny but it’s wrong

Classifier

Have thrown away tree structure. Cannot 
incorporate sub-sentence labels. 



Bi-LSTM
This movie did not make me want more 

did not make me want more 

make me want more 

…

Have to repeat the example in the training data to take 
advantage of the labels, since the composition structure 
does not line up with the labels.



RNTN for Sentiment Analysis

Method Root Accuracy Model description

Naive Bayes 41.0 Bag of words

Vector Avg 32.7 Bag of vectors

RNTN 45.7 Recurrent connections 
using parse tree

Bi-LSTM 49.1 Recurrent connections 
using linear order

Tree-LSTM 51.0 Recurrent connections 
using parse tree
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• Truth conditional semantics and logical forms 

• Parsing into logical forms 
• Question answering with logical forms 
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• Combining embeddings for similarity 
• Learning compositional models for sentiment 
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• Parsing into logical forms 
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• Compositional semantics or word matching?



Natural Language Inference
• Determine entailment/contradiction relationships 

between a premise and a hypothesis.
Bob is in his room, but because of the thunder 

and lightning outside, he cannot sleep.Premise

Bob is awake.Hypothesis 1

It is sunny outside.Hypothesis 2

Bob has a big house.Hypothesis 3

entailment

neutral

    contradiction

http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/ 
http://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/multinli/

http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/


Extractive Question 
Answering

Q: At which Super Bowl did Beyonce headline the half time show? 
A: Super Bowl XLVIII

http://stanford-qa.com



“Text Encoding” vs “Word 
Matching”

Both the entailment task, and the extractive question answering 
task have the same form: 

Input: 

• Query = { hypothesis, question } 

• Evidence = { premise, document } 

Output:

• Prediction = { entailment label, <start index, end index> }



(b1, ..., bn)(a1, ..., an)

• Query is encoded 
separately from evidence 
using expensive network 

• Output is predicted using 
simple network on top of 
query and evidence 
encodings

62

“Text Encoding”

Query Evidence

Output



63

(b1, ..., bn)(a1, ..., an)

“Word Matching”

Query Evidence

Output

• Attention mechanism 
builds query - evidence 
alignments before running 
expensive encoding 
network



“Text Encoding” vs “Word 
Matching”

• Inter-text interactions 
before encoding are 
very useful 

• But this requires the 
evidence to be read 
every time a new query 
is seen

 

Task System Score Inter-text 
interaction?

MultiNLI
DIIN 80.0% Yes

Alpha 73.5% No

SQuAD
BiDAF 77.3% Yes

BiDAF-Attn ~50% No

Do these models really encode compositional semantics, or 
are they just learning to line words up and guess? 

http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/


Conclusion
Compositional semantics focuses on building sentences 
meanings out of word meanings. 

Symbolic approaches assume a logical world model and 
aim for sentence representations that can interface with 
that world 

Distributed approaches are very effective for simple 
classification or regression 

Deep models are doing very well at simple text 
comparison tasks, but it is not yet clear what they are 
learning 


